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Reserved Independent, a trusted guide to online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved About Us (en) Our Services Contact Us Our Employees 2020-21 Influenza Campaign (en) EHWC OfficeAbout UsBoth East Baltimore and
Homewood Occupational Health Services support all levels of Johns Hopkins Medical and University Institutions in pursuit of a quality work environment free of recognized health, safety and environmental risks and appropriate applicable regulations. We provide direct access to professional expertise for
employees in their quest for health and well-being. The concept of Occupational Safety and Health as part of health and the environment is a recognized partner of the management team of the Johns Hopkins Institute. Our technical expertise is accepted as a valuable and added service for the
organization. Our proactive approach to collaboration, simplification and training sets us apart as a prime model in our field. Make it easier to comply with regulatory requirements and avoid violations. Identify and identify areas of employee management/responsibility and accountability in the HSE arena.
Provide services in an innovative, cost-effective manner. Establish, implement and review measurements. Foster is an ongoing collaboration, maintaining a relationship with our customers. Get and use resources and tools to maximize performance and performance. Foster Creative, Open Working
Environment with supports from the team as well as individual, professional growth Back to TopOur ServicesPreventive Medicine Preoccupied Health Screening (en) Help Staff Professional Injury Training OtherPreventive MedicineImunizationGepatit BRubella (German measles)Rubeola (measles)MMR
(pig, Varikella (chickenpox)ColumnBacinia (smallpox)RabiesInfluenza (flu)Observation ofTuberculosis - Screening for employees annually, as required by the rules and for the effects of tuberculosis. Any questions about TB screening? Read these frequently asked questionsHearing Preservation -
Planning and reviewing the auditory test, then interviewing all open-staffrespirator programs - Medical evaluation including pulmonary function testing all employees identified as needing to wear a respirator in their work appointments - Planning and evaluating all employees with laser exposure Ethylene
oxide program - Periodic testing of employees with exposure as Assessment of the treatment and treatment as necessary for PPD converters And the treatment of all staff members is identified as exposed to patients with infectious or infectious disease, i.e. wind varichella, meningitis, whooping cough
testing, confidential testing provided at the request of the employee. Pre-employment health screeningBlood works for Hct, STS, and Teeters (Hep B, Rubella, Rubella, varicellaVision checkUrinalysis/drug screeningTB testing (Are there questions about TB screening? Read these frequently asked
questions)Tdap vaccinationB/P, PulseReview health historyADA ComplianceJob evaluation and evaluation of employees to accommodate Handicapped parking as needed Physical CredentialingReview immunization records as neededUrine drug ScreeningReturn-to-duty ClearanceEmployees are absent
from work For more x days due to infectious or infectious diseases. Employees with non-work/accident-related hospitalization/out-of-contact patient procedures. on the ability of the employee to work. Transmitted by executives or substance abuse counselorsHearingsUnemploymentGrievanceEEO
evidenceOccupacial trauma Division of occupational health service provides immediate treatment for all work-related injuries and illnesses. We provide referrals to specialists at Johns Hopkins facilities and effective case management to prevent injury and control. Homewood CampusIf you are injured at
work, please report it immediately to your supervisor and contact the Home Office of Occupational Safety at 443.997.1700.If the injury should occur on the night shift or at the weekend, please seek appropriate medical assistance and follow-up from the Department of Professional Health Services the next
working day. East Baltimore CampusIf you have been injured at work due to a professional injury, please notify your supervisor immediately and contact the Trauma Clinic Department at Johns Hopkins Hospital at 410.955.6433.For more information click here to visit the Injury Office.Employee Incident
Report Form - Professional Health Information Form is available on the Health and Safety Form Web page. For more information click here to visit the Learning page For more information on the following programs or services, please see below the Animimal Impact Monitoring Program
(AESP)Presentation Instructions: Form should be submitted to occupational health services. Please print and fax the completed form 410.955.1617.Authorization for the release of medical reportsSubmission Instructions: Instructions: and send a form to Molly Price by email. Not Fax. Back to TopContact
UsEast Baltimore CampusShuttle service is available between campus hospital and Church Professional Building.Homewood Campus We are located at C-160 East H.S. Building.Please view Transportation Services for shuttle schedules and maps to access Homewood Campus.Our StaffOccupational
Health Services:Francis Humphrey-Carosers, CRNP - Deputy Director Debor Dooley, BSN, RN - Clinical Nurse ManagerMargaret (Peggy) Kushner, BSN, RN, COHNRuth Callaghan, BSN, RN, CON-Smari Higgins, BSN, RNTamra (Tammy) Driver, BSN, RNLath Sewell, MSN, RNLori Jennings, BSN,
RNJenna Rice, MSN, RN-SCLauren Madan, BSN, RNClint Darby, RNDiane (Ginger) Brown - CMALinda Yaffe - Administrator SupervisorRebe Aksamit - OhS Coordinator Latia Harris - OHS CoordinatorSSSSharley Kappel - OHS Coordinator OHS Coordinator Audrey Hall - Data Entry OperatorEmployee
Health - Wellness ClinicMinney Sanders, CRNP - ManagerChristie Simon-Waterman, CRNPColleen Espinosa, BSN, RN - Case ManagerCynthia White, BSN, RNSelena Noble - AdministratorHomewood CampusCarol Schopman, RN - Health Care Manager Shelley Dixon , Administrative Coordinator OF
CPR OfficeDeborah Aksamit - BSN, RN - MANAGER office CPCHiter Newton, BS, RNKen Ford - Project CoordinatorTiffany Koontz - Administrative Coordinator Secure Websites .gov use locking https A (locked lock) or https:// means you are safely connected to the website.gov. Share sensitive
information only on official, secure websites. Home Navigation has expanded the current page of the previous following All Topics and Services about U.S. flag affiliates of the U.S. government budget U.S. government data and statistics on U.S. government agencies and elected officials of history and
historical documents of laws and legal issues to learn about life in the U.S. Presidents, Vice Presidents, and First Ladies Benefits, Grants, Consumer Disability Services Loans and Earth Emergency Services and Environment Education Government Agencies and Elected Officials of the A-Ya Index of U.S.
Government Agencies about U.S. government offices in the U.S. government Buying from U.S. government auctions and collectibles sales, books, and more surpluses on government contacts, local and tribal government health housing construction jobs and unemployment laws and legal issues of
military and veterans money and taxes of small business travel and immigration voting and election All topics and services The Independent Agency Top Department of Veterans Affairs Office of Occupational Health and Health (OSH) provides oversight of va. OSH and Compensation programs in support
of the designated agency VA Safety and Health Official (DASHO). OSH coordinates the safety and compensation committees of employees to facilitate effective management of programs throughout the Department. The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs is working with the administrations and agencies
of the Department of Veterans Affairs, other federal agencies and organizations to help create safe and healthy jobs and effectively manage the employee compensation program. The U.S. Office conducts several activities in support of safety and employee compensation programmes. These include
training, advocacy, policy and leadership, and data management. VA employees can access additional information about VA's safety and health, and employee compensation through the OSH Intranet Management website. From health problems to poo to just how to keep your newborn safe, use these
resources to become more familiar with all the ways you can help keep your baby well. Safe and healthy jobs are often taken for granted in the United States. But today's factory floors and well-lit offices are a relatively recent invention of modern society - a direct result of the efforts of those who work in
the field of occupational health and safety. Designed to study and prevent workplace injuries and illnesses, the occupational health and safety area is responsible for the tremendously positive results that have been achieved for American workers over the past 200 years. Dangerous machines and poorly
ventilated factories, once banal, have made the way for safer, cleaner conditions for employees. The combination of legislation, executive regulation and self-regulation by responsible businesses has changed the American workplace. As a result, accident and death rates in most industries have been
steadily declining for decades, a trend that continues to this day. Caiaimage/Agnieszka Olek/Getty Images Professional Health and Safety is a public health area that studies trends in diseases and injuries among the working population and proposes and implements strategies and regulations to prevent
them. Its scope is wide and encompasses a wide range of disciplines, from toxicology and epidemiology to ergonomics and violence prevention. But now this field covers all professions in the United States. In addition to providing our work environment (from construction sites to office buildings) have
precautions to prevent injuries, occupational health is also working to limit both short-term and long-term hazards that can lead to physical or mental illness now or in the future. Nearly three three people suffer some serious work related to trauma or illness every year in the United States. Millions more are
exposed to environmental health hazards that can cause problems for years. Workers' compensation claims amount to more than a billion dollars a week. With the exception of the self-employed and relatives of agricultural workers, almost all employers, both private and public, have a social and legal
responsibility to create and maintain a safe and healthy environment. Some are happy to comply with these ethical reasons or because injuries and illnesses can lead to lost productivity, staff turnover and higher employer-subsidized health insurance premiums. Large employers typically set up their own
health and safety initiatives in the workplace that exceed regulatory requirements.  The idea that jobs in the United States should be required to adhere to a minimum set of safety and health standards is not all that controversial, but it is not always the case. Working conditions for the average American
have improved in fits and starts over the past 150 years, with major economies changing security laws have passed and a steady stream of various smaller rules enacted under both major U.S. political parties in recent decades. Often staffed by young, very inexperienced workers, factories were
dangerous places to work. Stories collected in an 1872 report by the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor detailing many horrific incidents where workers lost limbs or were killed due to inadequate equipment and physically challenging tasks. It is reported that the opening of the windows disrupted the work of
materials in the factories, so they remained closed, leaving workers to breathe chemical fus and accumulate dust day in and day out. In response to the 1872 report and the collected statistics, Massachusetts became the first U.S. state to require factory inspections that included inspections, among other
things, fire exits were on the ground at each site. By 1890, 21 states had some kind of law limiting health hazards in the workplace. The rules varied from state to state and were not always enforced. States with more relaxed policies have attracted businesses from stricter states, and pushed for tougher
regulations. The back-and-forth progression began as the public demanded laws and businesses have struggled to weaken them.  A different range of rules finally came to mind in December 1970, when then-President Richard Nixon signed the Occupational Safety and Health Care Act, becoming the first
far-reaching federal law to protect American workers. The law gave the U.S. government the authority to write and enforce safety and health standards for nearly all employees in the country.  Since then, improvements and additions have been made to state and federal laws that expand the role of health
and safety professionals and go further to provide safe jobs for all. Now, if you get injured at work, you won't go bankrupt thanks to employee compensation. Inspection and surveillance regimes help to identify unsafe conditions. Today's data-driven workplace safety programs actively identify risks and
help employers cope with fundamental conditions that put workers at risk. despite the sharp increase in the country's workforce. For example, physical threats such as high altitudes and heavy machinery may be more serious for builders, while mental health and repetitive stress injuries can be the focus
of the office environment. Despite this, despite significant improvements in workplace standards, there are a number of safety and health issues in America's workforce where a lot of work can be done.  Hundreds of people in the United States die from falls every year. This is the main cause of death of
builders, but almost completely preventable. For many builders, work from high altitudes is inevitable, but with appropriate precautions it is possible to avoid deaths and injuries. These precautions should begin before work begins at the earliest planning stage. Employers should include the cost of safety
equipment, like seat belts, scaffolding, and fall arrest systems, in evaluating the work of the project, so that each employee has access to and is trained to use the equipment that he or she needs.   According to OSHA, dozens of workers die each year from working in extreme hot or humid conditions, and
thousands fall ill. The largest proportion of such cases occur in the construction industry, but this can happen to anyone who works in an environment climate is not properly controlled. Employers are required by law under federal law to ensure that working conditions are free of safety hazards, which
includes extreme temperatures. For its part, OSHA encourages business owners and managers to protect their employees from heat-related illnesses and injuries through a messaging campaign that encourages them to provide water, rest and shade to all employees, especially when the heat index is 91
degrees Fahrenheit or higher. Many American workers work almost exclusively on computers, mouse and input for hours on end, leading to excessive use of certain muscles and joints. This type of repetitive activities day in and day out can lead to injuries such as a wrist tunnel and even eye strain. The
tendency of today's workers to also use poor posture when using electronic devices (both on and off the clock) can also contribute to long-term pain, loss of productivity and medical costs. Many employers believe that investments in ergonomics and office security initiatives (such as targeting, travel and
falls) actually has a positive return on investment once the employer's productivity and medical expenses are considered. As labor has moved from manual labor to desk work, the US population is becoming increasingly sedentary. Office workers often sit for hours during working hours, not to mention
their daily commutes and free time. But a sedentary lifestyle can have serious consequences for your health, including an increased risk of obesity, blood clots and death. It's not surprising, then, that according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, only 53.3% of Americans get the
recommended amount of aerobic physical activity and only 23.2% get both enough aerobic and muscle strengthening activities each week. One study found that those who sat for a cumulative 12.5 hours a day (not outside the area opportunities for commuting office workers who like to relax on the couch)
were more likely to die from all causes than those who were more active, moving at least every 30 minutes. Sitting too long too often can be devastating over time. Many people imagine safety in the workplace primarily from the perspective of traditionally risky industries such as construction, deep-sea
fishing or logging. Indeed, these sectors have some of the highest fatalities for American workers. However, non-mesmal trauma and illnesses tell a very different story. These injuries can lead to loss of productivity, as more than half of them as a result of days away from work, not to mention the additional
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